SEO SERVICE AGREEMENT
From: Jeremy Morrison SEO Consulting (mentseo.com)

OVERVIEW
Dear [clients name],
Thank you for choosing my SEO Consulting service, I am excited to get started on this project. I will start
with a thorough audit of your website. This includes auditing on page and technical SEO, discovering
tasks and prioritizing those tasks. This is always my first step in perfecting your SEO and I want to make
sure your existing websites on page and technical SEO is top notch before working on off page SEO and
new content for your website.
Once I have completed the tasks in step one, I will move to step two which involves a complete analysis
of your off page SEO as well as your competitors SEO. I will also start to research new keywords and
come up with topics to add new content to your website. Combining both auditing and analysis I will
have a good understand of your SEO strategy. This original strategy will be a starting point and will
more than likely be adjusted over time to fine tune my approach and also to keep up with and rise
above your competition.
Through the SEO monthly retainer, I will execute your strategy and continue to refine as needed as I
move forward month after month. SEO isn’t something you do once, it takes constant tweaking and
measuring to improve and retain rankings over time. With a retainer, I will stay on top of how your
competitors are performing in relation to your rankings and make any necessary technical, on page, off
page and content changes to your website that will help improve your position.
Google changes its ranking algorithm regularly so I keep on top of what’s new. The retainer allows us the
time to regularly review your website to make sure none of Google’s changes will impact your rankings
and if it does, refine the approach as needed and make any necessary changes.
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SCOPE OF WORK
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Complete Monthly SEO audits and analysis of your website and your competitors
Ongoing rank monitoring of your website and your competitor's website (keyword rankings).
Ongoing backlink monitoring for your website and your competitors.
Ongoing monitoring and measuring of key SEO metrics.
Outreach to quality bloggers with DA30 domains or above to discuss possible backlinks.
Backlink auditing and disavowing backlinks that are damaging your ranking.
Researching new keyword opportunities, content topics and creating content for your website.
Creating and submitting monthly SEO report for you to review.

Work will be done according to your budget (retainer) based on my hourly rate of $40. Example; if your
budget is $2000; I will dedicate 40 hours of my time ($1480) to the above SEO tasks (scope of work).
The remaining $520 will be spent acquiring the actual backlinks from bloggers I spend time connecting
with (if they require payment) and out sourcing the creation of content.
At times content will be created “in house” but the majority of the writing will be out sourced to
professional writers that are familiar with your industry. A key part of SEO is expertise, authority and
trust and you will not gain that if your content is written by someone that is not familiar with your
industry!
There will be no preset number of monthly backlinks I acquire or content that is created although
typically there will be one blog post each month at minimum (depending on your budget). I will use my
best judgement to spend where and when I see fit based on SEO best practices, current SEO “climate”
and other factors. I basically reserve the right to spend your monthly retainer as I deem necessary to
achieve SEO success.
In the first month the full retainer will likely be spent on setup, auditing and analysis. From time to time I
will need to adjust the monthly tasks which may result in no new backlinks and/or content. Typically,
this will take place when Google release core algorithm updates and the scope of work needs to switch
focus to tasks that relate to the updated algorithms.
Each month you will be updated on how my time was spent, new backlinks and content.
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BUDGET
Your monthly budget (retainer) is $1500 and includes services under the scope of work section. This is
the minimum budget (retainer) I will work with at my discounted hourly rate ($40 from $80). As we
move along if you would like to raise your budget you may do so at the beginning of a given month and I
will perform the services in the “scope of work” based on your new budget i.e.; acquiring more backlinks
and creating more content.

FINAL WORDS
I appreciate your understanding and your trust in me that I am putting in the necessary hours and
working hard on your SEO with complete dedication. My first goal is to provide you with positive results
in the SERPS and through that I gain solid SEO work to add to my portfolio/case studies so that my
consulting business can thrive.
I look forward to building a long-lasting relationship and continuing to work on your SEO for years to
come and thank you for giving me this opportunity!
This document is not a contract you are locked into and will serve as a service agreement and
payment (retainer) agreement. You will pay me the retainer fee at the beginning of each month. To
cancel service all you need to do is notify me before your next payment and you will not be charged for
your next month of service. If down the road you decide you would like to restart your service, contact
me and we will pick up where we left off.
If you have a preference or suggestions for competitors you would like me to analyze and monitor,
please list the website addresses here;
1)__________________________ 2)__________________________ 3)__________________________

By signing below, you agree to the monthly retainer and understand the scope of work I will be
providing. Please note that if payment is not be made by the start of each month, all services will be
paused until payment is made. In the event of paused services or your cancelation of services I will
retain your SEO data for 3 months. After 3 months the data will be deleted. If you decide after 3 months
you would like to restart services, a complete initial audit and analysis will need to be done again.

______________________
Jeremy Morrison (owner)

_______________
Date

______________________
[Clients name] (client)

_______________
Date
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